Annual Report
2016 - 2017
Every thriving organization sooner or later encounters the issue of outgrowing its existing space. This day probably came about ten years ago for TAM, and while we have creatively tried to utilize every nook and cranny to the best of our abilities, I believe the time has come to expand the physical footprint of the museum with an education wing to meet the needs of our community now and into the future. While a capital project of this magnitude can appear to be a daunting task, I take solace in knowing that we are not doing this alone. Having laid the groundwork necessary over the course of the past several years and with the recent completion of a formal feasibility study, I am excited to embark in this new endeavor. It is truly an exciting time for TAM and through the many friends of The Art Museum—from individuals and local businesses to international corporations, foundations and all levels of government—together, I am confident that we can and will BUILD an education center that eastern Idaho artists, children and citizens alike will be proud to call their own—a legacy of art.

Miyai Abe Griggs
TAM Executive Director
A Message from the President

What a year it has been for Idaho Falls! In August thousands of people visited to view the marvel of the eclipse. Many of these visitors came to The Art Museum where they were able to see the fabulous exhibit, The Cowboy: Through Lens and Leather. Curated by the Museums’ own Alexa Stanger, this exhibit showcased the heritage of Idaho cowboys through the lens of internationally acclaimed photographer Adam Jahiel and the artistry of saddle makers, rawhide braiders, and bit and spur makers, preserving the traditions of Idaho and the American West.

Additionally, many of our museum artists created art work portraying their own vision of this 2017 cosmic event. These works were displayed and sold at the museum, and many visitors and residents were able to take home original visions of the wondrous universe.

Also this last spring, crowds gathered here to view the remodeled LDS Temple. The Temple on the banks of the Snake River was originally built in the early 1940’s. This building highlighted the progressive vision of our city leaders, who wanted to see Idaho Falls grow and become a center of commerce and culture.

Later generations of leaders had another vision for a building on the river, and after years of fundraising and planning, and dreaming, The Art Museum of Eastern Idaho became another gem of our community. Today TAM is actively contributing to the arts and humanities that so many can enjoy.

The Art Museum continued the mission of enhancing the arts in many areas this past year. Through generous community contributions, we were able to meet our endowment pledge to the Idaho Community Foundation in five months instead of five years. This fund will continue to grow to help fund future projects. Also, we added significant additions to our permanent collection, including a Chagall and a Dürer! Two of our staff members were able to see other Dürer’s as they helped lead another successful TAM-sponsored European Museum Tour.

Another highlight of this past year was the completion of a feasibility study for a new education wing for the existing building. Stay tuned for more exciting details! This study is especially exciting as education is one of The Art Museum’s primary missions. There has been many exciting accomplishment in our education program.

The museum’s ARTworks education program directly impacted over 14,000 community members during the last school year. Museum-sanctioned art instructors provided free hands-on art-making opportunities to 250 classrooms in eastern Idaho and TAM hosted over 60 guided exhibit tours with art lessons to area schools reaching 2,100 elementary through high school students. For the first time, all third grade students from School District 91 visited the museum for a tour and art lesson. Free quarterly Family Days to the public offered art-making opportunities to more than 5,000 community members and in April the annual Young at Art exhibit and the Congressional Art Competition featured the artwork of over 500 Idaho students, grades K - 12.

Thus, it has been a busy year for TAM thanks to a professional staff, a dedicated and dynamic board, enthusiastic committee members and volunteers, and very generous sponsors. And, of course, we have the unfailing support of community members. We hope you will continue to support us in the exciting projects in the coming year.

Lexie French
TAM Board President
Board of Directors

Officers

Lexie French, President, School District 91 – Retired
aeflef@cableone.net ~ 208/529-3296

Lisa Schultz, Vice President, The Willowtree Gallery
lisa@thewillowtreegallery.com ~ 208/524-4464

Eric Liester, Treasurer, Bank of Idaho
eliester@bankofidaho.net ~ 208/528-3018

Kim Southwick, Secretary, Fluor Idaho
kim.southwick@icp.doe.gov ~ 208/681-8080

Board of Directors

Rick Aman, Collage of Eastern Idaho
rick.aman@my.eitc.edu ~ 208/850-6707

Stacy Beazer-Rogers, Museum Artists Liaison
stacy’spt@hotmail.com ~ 208/201-1775

Zulal Biner, Communication Design
zzbiner@gmail.com ~ 208/932-0683

Leslie Bingham, Artist
ldbingham@cableone.net ~ 208/529-9410

Elizabeth Bowhan, U.S. Department of Energy – Retired
ebowhan@gmail.com ~ 208/523-2738

Denise Hagood, Blue Flax Studio
dhagood@cableone.net ~ 208/552-6623

Kendall Kincaid, Department of Energy
akincaid@cableone.net ~ 208/526-4965

Kerry Martin, DEQ Idaho
knittingjazz@gmail.com ~ 208/529-2715

Sylvia Medina, Artisan/Green Kids Club
smedina@cableone.net ~ 208/520-8353

Richard Napier, Idaho Mountain Trading
ifimt@msn.com ~ 208/524-1180

Kemal O. Pasamehmetoglu, Idaho National Laboratory
kemal.pasamehmetoglu@inl.gov ~ 208/524-7777
Exhibitions

2016 - 2017 Exhibits

May 5 - August 13, 2016
Marilyn Hoff Hansen: A Retrospective
Idaho native Marilyn Hoff Hansen's largest and most comprehensive exhibit to date, A Retrospective featured work from a career spanning over seven decades including many of her signature paintings, sculptures and drawings alongside rarely seen examples from private collections. Sponsored by CH2M-WG Idaho

August 25 - November 5, 2016
Illumination: Light as Medium
An exploration of light as an artistic medium, Illumination featured “Buckyball 2015” by renowned American sculptor Leo Villareal, a pioneer in the use of LEDs and computer-driven sculpture. Also, Light Impressions on Tour created and curated by international photographer Colleen Duffley was showcased. A celebration of iPhone Photography, the installation showcased the work of 40 iPhoneographers from around the world on 40 iPads. Sponsored by Idaho National Laboratory through corporate funds from Battelle Energy Alliance

November 17 - December 30, 2016
ART Collective
An annual homage to the art organizations, groups and guilds in eastern Idaho that nurture the professional and artistic development of regional artists. Sponsored by Idaho Falls Magazine

January 19 - March 25, 2017
SARA: Myth, Dream & Dramatic Episodes
Inspired by dreams chronicled in the daily journals of prolific Idaho artist Sara Joyce (1923 – 2011), this body of work explored the differing psychological states of consciousness. The exhibit included many of Joyce’s most significant works on loan from private collections. Organized by the University of Idaho/Prichard Art Gallery. Sponsored by Idaho Falls Magazine

April 8 - 29, 2017
Young at Art
Celebrating TAM's ARTworks educational outreach program in schools across eastern Idaho, this annual exhibit showcased the vibrant artwork of hundreds of elementary and junior high students throughout our region. Sponsored by Idaho National Laboratory through corporate funds from Battelle Energy Alliance and Post Register Newspaper in Education

2017 Congressional Art Competition
Contest finalists represent excellence in high school art. The winning piece hangs in Washington DC.

Additional 2016 - 2017 Exhibits

May 5 - June 25, 2016
The Art of Marcia Cox, Bernadette Regnier and Ila Thompson
Idaho Watercolor Society Regional Show

June 28 - August 13, 2016
The Art of Sue Tyler
The Museum Artists

August 25 - October 1, 2016
The Art of Joe Keller
The Eagle Rock Art Guild

October 4 - November 5, 2016
The Art of Drew Smith
The Snake River Plein Air Painters

November 17 – December 30, 2016
New Acquisitions from TAM's Permanent Collection
ARTmart ~ Affordable art by Museum Artists for holiday shopping

January 19 - February 25, 2017
The Art of Scott Berger
The Museum Artists

February 25 - March 25, 2017
The Art of L.D. Bingham
Gallery 12

Special thanks to 2016 - 2017 major season sponsors Anne Voillequé and Louise Nelson.

* Exhibit season sponsored in part with funds provided by the Idaho Commission on the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts.

RAM Truck by Joe Keller

Marilyn Hoff Hansen during an ARTalk, image by Jenny Lynn Parkinson

R-AM Truck by Joe Keller
Education

ARTworks

Piloted in 2003, TAM takes art processes into regional elementary school classrooms to strengthen students’ understanding of and skills in the arts, brings students to TAM for guided exhibit tours with related art lessons and provides visual arts educational opportunities for area educators. TAM strives to be a vital visual arts resource for local schools, community organizations and families. This is accomplished through TAM’s education program, ARTworks, which implements the Idaho Humanities Performance Standards.

During the 2016 - 2017 school year, the ARTworks program impacted over 14,000 students, teachers and family members. Museum-sanctioned art instructors visited 112 third and fourth grade classrooms in Idaho Falls and 67 classrooms in 13 rural schools including Dubois, Howe, Arco, Firth, Soda Springs and Fort Hall, extending free hands-on art-making opportunities. TAM also provided over 60 guided exhibit tours with art lessons to area schools reaching 2,000 elementary through high school students, including all third grade students from School District 91. Free quarterly Family Days to the public offered art-making opportunities to more than 5,000 community members and strengthened their understanding of our exhibited artwork. In addition, TAM provided monthly art visits to preschool students at Headstart, high school students at 3B Juvenile Detention Center and adults at State Hospital South.

Each month, in collaboration with Newspapers in Education, TAM offered a full-page, full-color art lesson and highlighted a student artist in the local newspaper, the Post Register (circulation 70,000). In April, the annual Young at Art exhibit and the Congressional Art Competition featured the artwork of over 500 Idaho students, grades K - 12. In June 2017, TAM hosted its Summer Workshop for Educators, providing art training for regional teachers with multiple ways to incorporate art into their curriculum. Educators ranging from preschool to high school participated and explored drawing, painting, printmaking and ceramics processes.

KIDStudio

The CHC KIDStudio provides child-friendly interactive art opportunities for families visiting The Art Museum. Sculpture, drawing and design materials are available. The room also offers a wall-mounted drawing easel, magnetic shapes wall activity board, children’s art books, puzzles and an inset light box table for color exploration. In addition, an exhibit scavenger hunt is available to encourage young visitors to engage fully with museum exhibits.

Youth Classes

In 2016 - 2017, youth classes such as Make a Mess, FITVE, Art Attack, Art Studio and Mud Club were offered to children ages 3 - 13. Students explored core art principles, developed fine art techniques and engaged in a broad range of art-making processes from drawing to sculpture. In March, TAM and the Idaho Falls Zoo collaborated on a spring break camp for students ages 5 - 12. Participants spent two days at the zoo and two days at the art museum exploring art forms inspired by the close study of animals and their habitats. In the summer of 2017, TAM offered three ARTrek camps for youth ages 6 - 13. Students explored traditional and contemporary art forms and artists from cultures around the world.

Classes and Workshops for Adults

During 2016 - 2017, TAM offered a diverse range of classes and workshops for adults including watercolor workshops with Linda Aman, printmaking with Bernadette Regnier and an oil painting workshop with Sarah Sedwick. In addition, TAM offered monthly ceramics classes with Dustin Thompson. Adult classes engage new and emerging artists, allowing beginning students to develop their own artistic voice and advance in techniques. Intermediate to advanced classes and workshops help established artists connect with new approaches and refine their skills. TAM’s Monday night Open Studio sessions held twice a month provided Museum Artists the opportunity to refine their drawing and painting skills with a range of live models.
Art, History & Remembrance
Royal HeART of Europe Tour

Over the summer, a TAM tour group of thirty-three wanderlust adventurers embarked on a journey to explore the heart of Europe through a perspective of art, history and remembrance. This educational tour started a year before the Holiday Motor Coach departed from TAM’s parking lot. Neither places nor people are without their own context. With the knowledgeable preparation of trip leaders Jim Francis and Karen Leibert, the group of curious travelers met once a month to learn more about the historical context of our prospective destinations.

We explored the art of Renaissance artist Albrecht Dürer and Art Nouveau artists such as Gustav Klimt. In addition to the fabulous art museums like the Pinakothek and Kunsthistorisches, we toured beautiful cathedrals, castles and palaces examining Baroque and Rococo art and architecture. The tour also included a fascinating visit to Dürer’s House in Nuremberg. Together we learned about the ups and downs of feuding empires and destructive nationalism that shaped the region’s history, along with the rest of the world.

We toured through royal palaces like Nymphenburg and fairytale castles such as Neuschwanstein. A darker period of time was that of the Nazis, which could not be ignored or forgotten. Nazi buildings and documentation centers were also part of our visit. A very important part of this trip was tied to remembrance. The group experienced a powerful visit to Dachau, the first concentration camp to open in Nazi Germany. Additionally, we took excursions to the Jewish Quarters in Prague and Budapest.

Among the places the group explored were the following:

**Munich, Germany**: Marienplatz, St. Peter’s Church, Königsplatz, Nymphenburg Palace, Alte Pinakothek, Neue Pinakothek, Dachau, Hohenschwangau Castle, Neuschwanstein Castle, BMW World

**Nuremberg, Germany**: Dürer House, Nazi Documentation Center

**Prague, Czech Republic**: St. Vitus Cathedral, Charles Bridge, Terezin, Jewish Quarter, Lednice Castle and Gardens

**Vienna, Austria**: Schönbrunn Palace, Steinhof Church at the Steinhof Psychiatric Hospital, Prater Park, Heldenplatz, Hofburg Palace, Hapsburg’s Winter Palace, St. Stephens Cathedral, Karlskirche, Academy of Fine Arts, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Belvedere Palace Art Museum

**Budapest, Hungary**: Heroes Square, Mathias Church, Jewish Quarter of Budapest, Budapest Great Synagogue, Hungarian Parliament Building, Liberty Square, The House of Terror, Széchenyi Baths, Hospital on the Rocks

A very BIG thank you to Jim Francis and Karen Leibert who not only put together an amazing itinerary and worked with GoAhead Tours to ensure every last detail was in place, but also presented monthly art history lectures in the months preceding the trip to prepare tour participants.

Special thanks to tour guide Conny Cossa for his many hours of thoughtful preparation and wealth of expertise that enabled the group to bypass long lines and utilize the most out of each and every day.
Our greatest resource: Volunteers

TAM volunteers, the heart of the museum, provide countless hours of donated time and offset thousands of dollars in labor costs. From exhibits to education, to building maintenance and fundraisers, our volunteers provide the manpower that helps us fulfill our mission. Our volunteers greet visitors, make sales in the gift shop, help plan and hang exhibits, assist with education outreach tours and Family Day art activities, and provide support for our fundraisers by directing traffic, delivering goods, setting up signs, repairing bicycles, helping with auctions and much more. They even help maintain TAM’s beautiful water features and sensory gardens.

2016 - 2017 Awards

Docent of the Year
Colleen Barber

Volunteer of the Year
Joe Keller

Community Spirit Award
Ralph and Mary Lynn Hartwell

Exemplary Board Member
Stacy Beazer-Rogers

2016 - 2017 Interns
Heather Bjornlie
Abby Horak

2016 - 2017 Docent/Greeter
Colleen Barber
Heather Bjornlie
Hannah Branch
Helen Farrell
MaCay Frerichs
Annette Fonnesbeck
Linda Guay
Liz Herrmann
Abby Horak
Bea Moyer
Mary Noble
Ruth Nordstrom
Beatriz Tello
Charisse Williams

Building
Kathy Burggraf
City of Idaho Falls,
Parks and Recreation
Joe Keller
Kerry Martin

Design
Zulal Biner

Exhibits Committee
David Jones
Joe Keller
Kendall Kincaid
Roy Reynolds
Margie Zirker

Family Day/Education Volunteers
Stacy Beazer-Rogers
Diane Butler
Samantha Gresham
Kent and Sharon Frederickson
Liz Herrmann
Abby Horak
Sandy Williams

Poetry Slam Volunteers
Hannah Branch
Kerry Martin
Beatriz Tello
Fred and John Tolli
Shawn Salisbury
David and Lindsey Zirker
2016 Century Ride Volunteers
Tsukiko Abe
Karrin Allen, School District 91
Kristi Appelhans
Gray Augustus, Bill’s Bike and Run
Kelly Alvarez
Colleen Barber
Adam Batchelor and Brian O’Toole, Fred Meyer
Stacy Beazer-Rogers
Lynn Beck and Linda Carter Beck
Les Bingham
Elizabeth Bowhan
Ron Bolduc and Brooke Jeffs, Dave’s Bike Shop
Debbie Brugger
Kathy Burggraf
Cargill Team of Volunteers
Shea Gohr
Tracy Gohr
Tiffany Johnson
Melinda Belnap
JoAnn Wages
Marc Weimer
Amanda Weimer
Mary Ann Cherry
City of Idaho Falls Police Department
City of Iona
Joy Eagle
Sally Eagle
Brian Edgerton, Bill’s Bike and Run
Kent and Sharon Frederickson
Lexie French
Linda Guay
Peggy Gunnerson
Holly Gyles and Bank of Commerce Volunteers
Ellie Hampton
Denise Hagood
Earl Harryman, Idaho Falls Citizen’s Watch Patrol
Liz Herrmann
Rehle Higham
Tracy and Eric Hoart, US Bank
Abby Horak
Betsy Keller
Dan Kelly, Idaho Mountain Trading
Kendall and Cheryl Kincaid
Ginger Kramer
Kimberly Kvamme
Madeleine Larsen
Ben Martin
Kerry and John Martin
Colin and Petra Morgan
Marla Morgan

2016 Century Ride Volunteers continued
Bea Moyer
Richard Napier
Mary Noble
Phil Overlin
Joe Pehrson and Crew
George and Andrea Poppleton
Joanne Provencher
Bernadette Regnier
Theresa Regnier
Sarah Sanders, School District 91
Jacob Secrest
Dawn Schwartzengerber and Hospice of Eastern Idaho Volunteers
Kim and Jordyn Southwick
Brad Stanger
Linda Stanger
Kathy Thiel
Ila Thompson
Fred and John Tolli
Jane Welch
Gary Wight, Bill’s Bike and Run
Kathy Whitaker
Emily Wilding, Bike for Kids

2016 Beaux Cadeaux Volunteers
Stacy Beazer-Rogers
L.D. Bingham
Elizabeth Bowhan
Kathy Burggraf
Helen Farrell
Annette Fonnesbeck
Lexie French
Linda Guay
Ida and Larry Hardcastle
Liz Herrmann
Steve Jorde
Shirley Koester
Kerry Martin
Bea Moyer
Richard and Cindy Napier
Mary Noble
Chris Ott
Lisa Schultz
Catherine Smith
Kim Southwick
Beatrix Tello
Sandy Thomesen
Charise Williams

2016 Art of Golf Volunteers
Tom Hally
Ida and Larry Hardcastle
Christine Ott
Kim Southwick
Ron Warnecke

2017 Art and Ale Volunteers
Amber DeMott
Jenni Garren
Kerry Matin

Financial Overview FY 2016 - 2017

Upon the retirement of longtime Board Treasurer Carla Benson, TAM enlisted the services of Nancy Koonce, a CPA and fraud specialist at Ataraxis Accounting. Koonce’s extensive knowledge of accounting for nonprofits has provided invaluable guidance during this time of transition. According to Jessica Hull Livesay, Business Manager, “Keeping nonprofit financial records for a public museum is different from bookkeeping at a ‘for profit’ business or entity. Nancy’s counsel provides a whole new level of accountability and transparency to our financials.” Koonce provides excellent technical advice and counsel along with reviewing the books on a monthly basis.

Condensed Balance Sheet as of June 2017

**ASSETS**

- Cash and cash equivalents: $28,216
- Grants, pledges & accounts receivable: 6,491
- Gift shop inventory: 11,154
- Investment accounts: 78,073
- Furniture, fixtures, leasehold improvement - Net of accumulated depreciation/amortization: 61,211
- Permanent art collection: 255,597
- Other assets: 0

**TOTAL ASSETS**: $440,743

**LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS**

- Accounts payable & accrued expenses: $3,438
- Deferred revenue: $18,720
- TOTAL LIABILITIES: $13,625

**NET ASSETS**: $418,585

**TOTAL LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS**: $440,743

Condensed Statement of Activity for FY 2016 - 2017

**SUPPORT, GIFTS & REVENUES**: $259,282

**EXPENSES**

- Program services: $167,815
- Supporting services: 71,658

**TOTAL EXPENSES**: $239,473

**CHANGE IN NET ASSETS FROM OPERATIONS**: $19,809

**Non-operating income (expense)**: 38,622

**CHANGE IN NET ASSETS**: $58,431

**NET ASSETS BEGINNING OF YEAR (06/30/2015)**: $382,312

**NET ASSETS END OF YEAR (06/30/2016)**: $440,743

**Individual Memberships and Donations**: 44%

**Corporate Donation and Sponsorships**: 10%

**Foundation Support**: 12%

**Government Grants**: 19%

**Other Revenue**: 15%

**Contributions & Grants**: 85%

Income Overview
Permanent Collection Acquisitions

Gifts of Paula and Ben Bendixson
LaVere Hutchings
_Santa Monica Pier_
Watercolor, 1969
15” x 10”

Gifts of Helen Farrell
Marc Chagall
_Sara et Abimelec_
Lithograph, 1958-59
10” x 14”

Marjorie Clearwater
_Untitled_
Oil
24” x 18”

Albrecht Dürer
_Hercules Conquering the Malionide Twins_
Woodcut, 1496
15” x 11”

Gifts of Helen Farrell continued
Sam Francis
_Burnout_
Screen Print 21/60, 1974
37” x 30”

Marilyn Hoff Hansen
_Three White Horses_
Acrylic, 1978
22” x 28”

Marilyn Hoff Hansen
_Woman Contemplating Her Toe_
Bronze, circa 1980
8” x 8” x 8”

Scott Berger
_Gloria Miller Allen_
Oil, 2016
29” x 41”

Scott Berger
_John Griffith_
Oil, 2016
29” x 41”

In memory of Elaine Groth
Roy Reynolds
_Rural Route_
Oil, 2006
44” x 32”

In memory of Jill Groth
Joe Keller
_Amsterdam Spring Tulips_
Oil, 2016
24” x 24”

In memory of Mark Hatch
Roy Reynolds
_Grain Elevator_
Oil, 1999
22” x 28”

Gift of Liz Herrmann
Liz Herrmann
_Garden at The Art Museum of Eastern Idaho_
Watercolor, 2016
19” x 15”

Gift of the Family of Sara Joyce
Sara Joyce
_Minnie_
Mixed media
16” x 118”

Gift of Roy Reynolds
Roy Reynolds
_Christine Hatch_
Oil
38” x 26”
Sponsors and In-kind Donors

2016 - 2017 Major Season Sponsors
Anne Voillequé and Louise Nelson
Idaho Commission on the Arts
National Endowment for the Arts

Exhibit Sponsors
Bank of Idaho
Fluor Idaho
Idaho Falls Magazine
Idaho National Laboratory
through corporate funds from
Battelle Energy Alliance

In-kind Donors
Arugula Deli
Diablas Kitchen
Fairfield Inn
Floral Philosophy
Post Register

ART and Ale
TEC Distributing of Idaho

Art and Ale Artists
Stacy Beazer-Rogers
Mary Ann Cherry
Samantha Gresham
Linda Pound
Bernadette Regnier
Liz Salisbury
Jacob Secrest
Marina Zavalova

ARTworks Sponsors
Idaho Commission on the Arts
National Endowment for the Arts
Institute of Museum and Library Services
Helen H. Farrell
Fluor Idaho
Idaho National Laboratory
through corporate funds from
Battelle Energy Alliance
Joe Keller
William J. and Shirley A. Maeck
Family Foundation
Sylvia Medina
Mary Noble
Marie Putnam
Post Register and Newspapers
in Education
U.S. Bancorp Foundation
Judy Williams
In the Idaho Community Foundation:
F.M., Anne G., and Beverly B.
Bistline Foundation
Ralph and Mary Lynn Hartwell
Family Fund
Gladys E. Langroise Advised Fund

Century Ride Sponsors
Gold
Cargill
Mountain View Hospital
Snake River Landing

Silver
Bank of Commerce
Bill’s Bike and Run
Dave’s Bike Shop
Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center
Idaho National Laboratory
through corporate funds from
Battelle Energy Alliance
Patrick D. Gorman, M.D.
Idaho Falls Power
Idaho Mountain Trading
Potandon Produce

Bronze
Fisher’s Technology
David M. Heninger, D.D.S. and
Justin G. Frandsen, D.D.S.
Jacob Grant Property Management
Stan and Lorena Murdock
Petersen, Parkinson and Arnold

Starting line of the 2016 HeART of Idaho Century Ride. Image by Shea Gohr.
Century Ride Sponsors Cont.

Media
Idaho Falls Magazine
Local News 8
Post Register
Riverbend Communications

Additional Sponsors
Ball Ice
Fred Meyer
Grandpa’s Southern Bar-B-Q
Great Harvest Bread Company
Hospice of Eastern Idaho
Idaho Brewing Company
Love at First Bite
MarCellar’s
Rain Water Refreshed
Signature Party Rental
Tap-n-fill

Art of Golf

Major Sponsor
North Wind Group

Hole Sponsors
ALC Architecture
Bank of Commerce
Bank of Idaho
Elizabeth and Brett Bowhan
Byron Beck Builders
Senator Bart Davis
Edward Jones Financial
Jim Stenbeck
Fluor Idaho
Lexie and Alan French
Thomas Hally and Judy Ker
Ida and Larry Hardcastle
The Hartwell Corporation
Ralph and Mary Lynn Hartwell
Shirley and Ron Koester
Jackie and Steve Larsen
McVey Painting
Christine Ott
Park and Sharon Price
Rudd & Company
Sterling Engineering and Consulting
Sandy and Curt Thomsen
Ron and Susan Warnecke

Breakfast Sponsor
Bank of Idaho

In-kind Sponsors
Tom Hally
Kim Southwick

Beaux Cadeaux
In-kind Sponsors
Kathy Burggraf
Great Harvest Bread Co.

Poetry Slam
In-kind Sponsors
Barnes and Noble
The Villa Coffee House

General In-Kind Donations
The City of Idaho Falls
Color Keys Printing
Fairfield Inn and Suites by Marriott
Floral Philosophy
Kent Frederickson
Harris Publishing
Post Register
Bernadette Regnier
Roy Reynolds

Growlers by Mary Ann Cherry, Liz Salisbury and Stacy Beazer-Rogers
The Art Museum of Eastern Idaho dedicates memorial, legacy and honoraria contributions to the acquisition of permanent art collection pieces as designated by the donor. If the donor expresses a different expectation, that wish is honored.

Donations to the Scholarship Fund pay tuition for art classes for underprivileged children and also subsidize art tours for classes from qualifying low-income schools. In 2016 - 2017, $325 was provided to schools for tours with accompanying exhibit-based art lessons along with busing. TAM also provided three students with summer camp scholarships and 16 students with afterschool art class scholarships.

**Education and Children’s Scholarship Fund**
- Donald and Margene Aiman
- Lynn Beck and Linda Carter Beck
- Alan and Alice Crockett
- Helen F. Farrell
- Elizabeth Herrmann
- Kenlon and Carol Johnson
- Keith Butikof er and Debra Leatherman
- Renee R. Magee
- William and Sandra Mazanowski
- Richard and Cindy Napier
- Ann Felice and William Rogers
- Jerry and Ann Shively

**Gabrielle G. Janibagian Memorial Scholarship Fund**
- Chad and Beth Pope
- Jacquie Janibagian and Curtis Smith
- Mary Ivory Smith

**Marjorie Clearwater Memorial Fund**
- Gloria Miller and Tony Allen
- Margaret and Dieter Knecht

**Gary Lords Memorial Fund**
- John and Bobbe Griffith
- Ginger and Norm Kramer

**Dottie Sharp Memorial Fund**
- Jenifer and Tom Wells
2016 - 2017 Membership

Hodaka and Emily Abe
Norimasa and Tsukiko Abe
Maureen Adams
Kev and Ilaria Adjemian
Darrell Allen
Gloria Miller and Tony Allen
Trevor Allen
Mary Ann and Eric Allison
Kelly and Juan Alvarez
Linda and Rick Aman
Sharee Anderson
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Kristi Appelhans
Phyllis and Terry Arrington
Arin Arthur
Howard Arthur
Kristi Austin and David Combs
Ali Baker
Kent and Susan Bankhead
Colleen Barber
Mike Barber
Donna Barker and Sarah Marshall
Ruth A. Barnes
Michelle and Drew Barton
Leilani Beard
Stacy Beazer-Rogers and Frank Rogers
Lynn Beck and Linda Carter Beck
Gerry Becker
Shelley Becker
Elaine Bengston
Patrick Berger
Scott Berger
Zulal Biner
L.D. Bingham
Davette Bogart
Daniel and Camille Borup
Elizabeth and Brett Bowhan
Lori Brackett
Jerry Brady
Sandia and Merrick Brow
Jacalyn Brower
Barbara Brown
Yannan Bu and Congjian Wang
Kathy Burggraf
Neil and Sally Burrell
Diane Butler
Glenn and Beverly Cable
Linda and Doug Carlson
Kim and Mike Carpenter
Tera and Anthony Carver
Diane Chambers
Joyce Chambers
Sally Chambers
Hailing Chen and Xiao Zhou
Mary Ann and Bob Cherry
Cathy Chisholm
Joann Cissel
Doni and Kevin Clark
Donna M. Clark
Tamura and Kurtis Clark
Tony Claybaugh
Marjorie Clearwater
Dick and Loa Clute
Bonnie Cook
Helen Courtney
Marcia Cox
Greg and Trish Cockett
Catherine Crowder
Art Daniels
James M. David and
Shawn Fellows-David
Loren and Ron David
Adrien and Darryl Davidson
Shelley Dean
Kyle and Christeen Denning
Crystal Dial
Margo Dunce
Richard and Joy Eagle
Sally Eagle
Martha Earney
Jennifer Eisenbis and Michael Maguire
Sally and Jay Ellis
Kenneth and Elizabeth Fallon
Helen H. Farrell
Susie Fisch
Annette Fonnesbeck and Pat Brown
James Francis and Karen Leibert
Kend and Sharon Frederickson
Guy Fredrickson
Sarah Freeman
Lexie and Alan French
Vernon and Carolann Gaffner
Dan and Jenni Garren
Cindy Gentillon
Ellen George
Deborah and John Gill
Dawn Gneiting
Georgia Goodlander
Debra Green
Beth and Merle Griebenow
John and Bobbe Griffith
Miyai and Jeremy Griggs
Kathy Grossenbacher
Mike Groth
Linda Guay
Brellyne Gunderson
Peggy and Fred Gunnerson
Holly Gyles
Katie Hackbarth and Aubry Leong
Shelby and Jacob Hackman
Jan Hagers
Denise Hagood
Aaron Hall and Mandy Peters
Gregory and Caroline Hall
Thomas Hall and Judy Ker
Joanne Hamm
Ellie and Ron Hampton
Marilyn Hoff Hansen
Ida and Larry Harcastle
Allen Haroldsen and Ester Smith
Deborah Harrison
Mary Lynn Hartwell
Jeri Harwood
Chris Hatch
Sarah and Bret Herres
Elizabeth Herrmann
Rehle Higham
Carma and Brett Hobbs
Susan and G. Lynn Holt
Jennifer and Scott Horrocks
Shawna Howze
Marylyn and Peter Hsu
Sharon Hudson
Linda Hughes
Chris and Tricia Hull
Larry Hull and Leah Street
Jessica Isom
Craig and Kim Jacobson
Jacque Janibagian and Curtis Smith
Jerald Johnson
Kenlon and Carol Johnson
Sonja and Sarah Johnson
Jamie Jonas
Steve Jorde
Hal Keefer
Joe Keller
Tiffany Keller
Bev and Alfred D. Kemp
Hooshang Khorasani
Cheryl D. and Kendall Kincaid
Lynn Kinghorn
Margaret and Dieter Knecht
Marlynn Koelsch
Shirley and Ron Koester
Normajaean Kontes
Sherry and Robert Kontes
Nancy Koonce
Ginger and Norman Kramer
Louise and Leland Krantz
Louann Krueger
Annelies and Arthur Kull
Kimberly Kramme
Richard and Edith Large
Lisa Lau
Debra Leatherman and
Keith Butikofer
JoAnne Lenz
Katrin Lepler and Daniel Schwen
Adele and Russel Lewis
Eric Lewis
Amy Lientz and Jay Astle
Kerri Lindstrom
Heidi Linehan
Janice Litteneker and Jeff Carton
Jessica and Paul Livesay
Cassie Long
Carol and Carson Lyle
Beverly Macaulay
Renee R. Magee
Colleen Mann and Jody Liljenquest
Kerry and John Martin
Sarah Mayo
William and Sandra Mazanowski
James McBride
Joan and Tom McDonald
Susan McKinley
Tom and Jane McLaughlin
Sylvia Medina
Mickey Merrell
Jennifer Merrill
Linda Milam
Mark and Marla Morgan
Whitney and Adam Morris
Bea Moyer
Carrie Mullin
Janis Murray
Richard and Cindy Napier
James and Linda Neeley
Debra Nims
Mary Noble
Ruth Nordstrom
Cheryl O'Brien
Jan Ogilvie
Georgia Orwick
Carol and Jim Osterhout
Chris Ott
Calvin and Cynthia Ozaki
Dianne Parker
Nolan and Margaret Parson
Cecily Pearson
Joseph and Kris Pehrson
Laura and Michael Pennock
Teresa Perkins
Cindy Pinnock
Sam and Joyce Pole
Douglas Porter
Kimberly and Nathan Porter
Linda G. Pound
Doug Powell
Susan and Ronald Prestwich
Park and Sharon Price
Marie Putnam
Stephanie Ralson
Joseph Randolph
Don and Debbie Rasch
George Redden and Yoshiko Fujita
Earline M. Reid
Kim and David Remien
Roy and Mon'nette Reynolds
Anastasia Rezvoi
Ann Felice and William Rogers
Deon Romrell
Ron and Sue Rope
Liz Salisbury
Linda Sandridge
Stephen Santore
Ruth Sauerbreit
Elaine and Ray Schauster
Carrin and Jerry Scheid
Lisa Schultz
Stacy and Les Scott
Karen and Edward Seabury
Jacob Seccrest
Kelly Sheridan
Jerry and Ann Shively
Scott Shively
Berrett Shuman
Desiree Skillin
Jacqueline Smith
Jolyn Smith
Patricia J. Smith
Leslie and John Soderquist
Marty and Margaret Sorensen
Kim and Eric Southwick
Carol and Ken Sower
Susan Speir
Ione and Brad Stanger
Linda and Katie Stanger
Pegge Steele
Jim and Stephanie Stenbeck
Angela Stites
Ken and Karma Taylor
Linda and Greg Teske
Dustin Thompson
Ila Thompson
Ashley and Chris Thomsen
Sandy and Curt Thomsen
Mary Ruth Throockmorton
Jeanie Thurmond
Taryn Tonkinson
Hannah Trost
Sue Tyler
Mark Villano
Karen Walker
JoSara Wallber
Marla Swanner Ward
Ron and Susan Warnecke
Carol and Larry Watson
Jane Welch
Patricia Wells
Kathryn Welsh and
Jennifer Dubreuil
Melissa and Scott Wheeler
Kathy Whitaker
Claudia Whitten
Terri Whitten
Cherisse Williams
John and Annette Williams
Judy Williams
Sandy and Eric Williams
Linda Yaegle
Alan and Dianne Yonk
Marina Zavalova
Margie and Larry Zirker
Museum Artists

Since 2007, the Museum Artists have participated in a membership category of TAM that is dedicated to providing a positive and enriching venue for the community of artists at all stages in their personal development, contributing to the achievement of the cultural and educational missions of the museum. They provide financial, in-kind and volunteer support to TAM. In 2016 - 2017, individual members donated pieces of their own original art to the Century Ride, Art and Ale and the Art of Golf and also volunteered at our fundraisers and Family Days. Three Studio Gallery exhibits all showcased original artwork by members of the Museum Artists group.

Darrell Allen  Rehle Higham
Gloria Miller Allen  Carma Hobbs
Trevor Allen  Sharon Hudson
Anonymous  Linda Hughes
Kristi Appelhans  Jessica Isom
Kent Bankhead  Craig Jacobson
Colleen Barber  Carol Johnson
Mike Barber  Sarah Johnson
Donna Barker  Sonja Johnson
Stacy Beazer-Rogers  Jamie Jonas
Patrick Berger  Steve Jorde
Scott Berger  Joe Keller
Zulal Biner  Hooshang Khorasani
L.D. Bingham  Margaret Knecht
Daniel Borup  Shirley Koester
Elizabeth Bowhan  Normajean Kontes
Lori Brackett  Ginger Kramer
Kathy Burggraf  Lisa Lau
Neil Burrell  Debra Leatherman
Glenn Cable  JoAnne Lenz
Linda Carlson  Kerri Lindstrom
Mary Ann Cherry  Cassie Long
Marjorie Clearwater  William Mazanowski
Jeffery Combe  Marla Morgan
Helen Courtney  Bea Moyer
Art Daniels  Carrie Mullin
David Combs  Janis Murray
Crystal Dial  Ruth Nordstrom
Caroline Duffin  Georgia Orwick
Joy Eagle  Dianne Parker
Richard Eagle  Nolan Parsons
Sally Eagle  Laura Pennock
Guy Fredrickson  Cindy Pinnock
Sarah Freeman  Linda G. Pound
Georgina Goodlander  Doug Powell
Debra Green  Joseph Randolph
Beth Griebenow  Debbie Rasch
Kathy Grossenbacher  Roy Reynolds
Brellyne Gunderson  Anastasia Rezvoi
Peggy Gunnerson  Liz Salisbury
Jan Hagers  Linda Sandridge
Denise Hagood  Stephen Santore
Elizabeth Herrmann  Ruth Sauerbret

Hubcap by Carol Ralston Watson

Lisa Schultz  Les Scott
Jacob Secrest  Kelly Sheridan
Jacqueline Smith  Susan Speir
Ione Stanger  Dustin Thompson
Ila Thompson  Jeanie Thurmond
Sue Tyler  Marla Swanner Ward
Carol Ralston Watson  Kathy Whitaker
Claudia Whitten  Charisse Williams
John Williams  Marina Zavalova
Margie Zirker